TechThrive
exists to develop
technology
that best serves
people and
the things that
matter to them.

ABOUT TECHTHRIVE
Using the Internet of Things, TechThrive exists to

that improve your quality of life, and advance your

is constantly expanding. Fully automated device

solve complex problems with simple solutions by

business objectives.

setup makes implementation and delivery fail-

developing technology that best serves people
and the things that matter to them..

proof, efficient, and simple. With final assembly
The most complex of problems is most

conducted in South Africa, TechThrive’s products

often solved with the least complex solution.

are cost-effective.

As businesses begin to understand the inherent

Implementing flexible hardware and software

potential within the Internet Of Things (IoT) and

solutions, TechThrive works with you to discover

Using the ever-expanding knowledge of senior

learn to embrace the possibilities of Machine

cost-effective solutions that solve your business

technical staff, TechThrive’s support channels

Learning and Artificial Intelligence (AI), TechThrive

problems. Maximising battery life, enabling

guide each client through implementation and

helps to bolster technological adoption.

efficient connectivity, and ensuring your solutions

functional phases, with a keen eye focused on

TechThrive makes it simple for businesses to solve

are primarily maintenance-free, TechThrive takes

the future. The TechThrive team works with each

complex problems, using relevant, advanced

the business-friendly, practical approach, without

unique business case, to uncover potential new

technologies.

compromising on quality.

avenues of implementation, and reveal new
business opportunities, enabling clients to expand

A high-level technology integrator, TechThrive

Backed by large-scale manufacturing facilities,

turns the often intangible concept of IoT

that can produce more than 50 000 units per

technologies into tangible, purposeful solutions

product range, every year, TechThrive’s portfolio

their service and product portfolios.

“Backed by large-scale manufacturing facilities, that can produce more than 50 000 units
per product range, every year, TechThrive’s portfolio is constantly expanding.”

MEET THE TEAM
Gavin Levenstein – CEO

Andrew Meyerowitz – Technical Director

After devoting 15 years towards building up a successful

Spending nine years at the coalface of product design

business and selling it in October 2018, Gavin shifted

and management for a well-known South African

his focus onto his key passion: technology. Using

electronics manufacturer stood Andrew in good stead,

appropriate, effective technologies to increase business

when he set off to launch his own company. Designing

efficiencies and reduce costs, Gavin is a strategic thinker

devices from the ground up, Andrew’s experience

and renowned business consultant. Gavin’s particular

and knowledge has enabled the development and

interest lies in systems and technologies that streamline

deployment of millions of products, serving multinational

operations and improve productivity levels. Gavin

companies, factories, public institutions, and more.

believes that IoT systems and devices are the way of the
future, and a gift for the present.

what is THE internet
of things?

The Internet of Things (IoT) is

monitor their cats’ movements.

a network of Internet-enabled

With IoT technologies in their

devices that allows an object

nascent stages, combining this

or person to autonomously

need for security and mobility

communicate back to a server

made sense to Gavin. He

to be monitored and analysed.

repurposed two smartwatches

IoT devices can measure and

and attached them to the

track just about anything,

cats’ collars. Disappointingly,

including temperature,

these makeshift devices had

movement, location, and more.

to be recharged after just

Using IoT devices can improve

two days, and the tracking

your business operations

capabilities proved inefficient.

and advance your team’s

Upon meeting Andrew, an

capabilities through real-time,

Electronic Engineer with several

accurate monitoring.

years of IoT experience, the

HOW HAS THIS INSPIRED TECHTHRIVE?

duo set to work on designing
and developing IoT-powered

Guided by his personal

practical solutions to common

experiences as a pet owner,

lifestyle and business problems.

Gavin Levenstein began
investigating useful solutions
that helped him and his family

Providing IoT-powered practical
solutions to common lifestyle
and business problems.

HOW TECHTHRIVE CAN
BENEFIT YOUR BUSINESS
•

•

•

Designs and implements flexible, responsive

through the provision of real-time, relevant

complex problems, simply.

data.

Helps your business grow, with

•

Upholds stringent safety standards and

backing from TechThrive’s large-scale

decreases operational risk, with instant,

manufacturing facilities.

responsive asset and equipment monitoring

Provides fully automated setup facilities,

tools.
•

Optimises resource management and

responsive support channels.

utilisation, through accurate, real-time

Reduces your business’ operational costs, by

monitoring and measurement.

passing on manufacturing cost savings to

•

Enhances your customers’ experience,

software and hardware that solve your

supported by efficient delivery systems, and

•

•

•

Eliminates human error, using IoT devices

you, the client.

and technologies that don’t make mistakes,

Helps you find new ways to expand your

and don’t take a lunch break.

product and service portfolios.

Introducing solutions
by TechThrive that
implement, optimise,
enhance and automate,
to promote your
business’ growth, reduce
operational costs and
improve accuracy and
safety standards
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TECHTHRIVE’S PRODUCTS
1. Panic Button

4. Door, Safe & Window Monitor

•

•

Immediately alert your loved ones in an
emergency.

•

Ideal for the elderly, athletes, and people on
the move.

Protect your assets and valuables, and remove
the need for additional security monitoring.

2. Pool Monitor

5. People Monitor

•

Instant alerts for pool water disturbances or

•

Especially useful for the elderly and children.

temperature changes.

•

Fall monitoring, instant GPS location

•

Prevent swimming pool accidents and injuries.

monitoring, activity tracker & panic button.

3. Room Temperature Monitor

6. Pet Monitor

•

Comfort and temperature monitoring for

•

GPS location monitoring.

home and business.

•

Ultra long battery life.

•

Track temperature data in real-time,
optimising as you need to, reducing your

7. Laptop Tracker

utility bills and carbon footprint.

•

Monitor and track laptop location to prevent
loss.

•

Educational Seminar
• Understanding IoT and how it
works for your business.

Receive instant alerts if a door, safe, or window
is opened.

•

Additional services and products
developed and presented by TechThrive

Micro device attached to the interior of your
laptop.

Internet and Connectivity Backup
Power Supply
• Liberate your business from
loadshedding.
• Direct Current power supply to
power your Internet-enabled
devices.
• 2 x 12v standard connectors,
including adaptors for all devices.
• Ultra long battery life and run
time.
Digital Screen
• Digital screens for marketing
displays, waiting rooms, and
information boards.
• Remote management of screens.
Specialist Customisation &
Development
• One-of-a-kind software and
hardware solutions, built to unique
specifications and requirements.

